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vocalizer express version 2 voices are available for use with jaws 17, jaws 18, zoomtext 2018, and magic 14 (or later for each application). these voices offer many benefits including pitch adjustment, improved performance, especially in the areas of latency and speech quality, as well as
support for a variety of languages. each voice can be downloaded as high premium or premium. the high premium voices are large files, but offer the highest quality speech. the premium voices offer very good speech quality and a smaller file size. both high premium and premium versions
of a voice can be installed on the same computer so they can be compared. vocalizer express version 3 voices are available for use with zoomtext 2018, magic 14 (or later for each application), and jaws 18. these voices offer many benefits including pitch adjustment, improved performance,
especially in the areas of latency and speech quality, as well as support for a variety of languages. each voice can be downloaded as high premium or premium. the high premium voices are large files, but offer the highest quality speech. the premium voices offer very good speech quality
and a smaller file size. both high premium and premium versions of a voice can be installed on the same computer so they can be compared. vocalizer express version 4 voices are available for use with zoomtext 2018, magic 14 (or later for each application), and jaws 18. these voices offer
many benefits including pitch adjustment, improved performance, especially in the areas of latency and speech quality, as well as support for a variety of languages. each voice can be downloaded as high premium or premium. the high premium voices are large files, but offer the highest
quality speech. the premium voices offer very good speech quality and a smaller file size. both high premium and premium versions of a voice can be installed on the same computer so they can be compared.
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